OPEN BAZAAR WITH 2 SIPPERS TONIGHT
Dancing In The Gymnasium And Stunts At An Annual To Be Features

Y. W. C. A. Banquet tonight, according to the official schedule, 27, chairman, will open with the signal in the gymnasium and continue until 12:00 o'clock. Wherever is found in secret and paintings will be sold. There will be dancing. The music will be furnished by the quartet of 1927. Miss Mary May, of 1927, will be the hostess of the evening and will conduct the singing of the quartet of 1927.

Chairman of the golf and tennis committee, left forward, Helen W. Hennessey, and chairman of the symphony and orchestra, will conduct the music. This will be the last meeting of the year and that which has been prepared for this year by Clyde Sloctim, '28, manager of the golf and tennis committee.

CASTS ARE SELECTED FOR 3 JANUARY PLAYS
Discoveries in water swimming will be held in the gymnasium, 5:30 p.m., Tuesday evening. Mrs. May Lacy, president of the water swimming and women's welfare committee, will conduct the meeting. The meeting will be held in the gymnasium, 5:30 p.m., Tuesday evening. Mrs. May Lacy, president of the water swimming and women's welfare committee, will conduct the meeting.

The requirements, as announced in the class of 1927, will be considered at the meeting. The requirements will be accepted for the year 1927 and that which has been prepared for this year by Clyde Sloctim, '28, manager of the golf and tennis committee.

The music will be furnished by the quartet of 1927. Miss Mary May, of 1927, will be the hostess of the evening and will conduct the singing of the quartet of 1927.
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The requirements, as announced in the class of 1927, will be considered at the meeting. The requirements will be accepted for the year 1927 and that which has been prepared for this year by Clyde Sloctim, '28, manager of the golf and tennis committee.

The music will be furnished by the quartet of 1927. Miss Mary May, of 1927, will be the hostess of the evening and will conduct the singing of the quartet of 1927.
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The requirements, as announced in the class of 1927, will be considered at the meeting. The requirements will be accepted for the year 1927 and that which has been prepared for this year by Clyde Sloctim, '28, manager of the golf and tennis committee.
than the cruelty of an ingenious lecture; many things may be we recalled the previous penalty and hesitated. impressed by the thrashing. When next we were tempted, [continued text]
**PRACTICE TEACHERS CROWD HIGH SCHOOL**

Mills High Classes Have Two Teachers in Numerous Classes

Due to the increased number of students teaching in Mills High school, many are teaching two in a room, according to the head of the student teachers, made public by John M. Speake, professor of secondary education, yesterday. The following are the two teachers this high school this semester are:

B. E. Gilbert, H. Russel Corndell, Catherine Rosenberg, Mary Mellon, Helen Hynes; English II, Esther B. Marsh, Philip Potting, Mildred E. Hurst, Herbert Pace; history, Mildred Wilson, Eta J. Chilman, Thelma O’Flaherty; elementary algebra, Frances Hudson, Ethel Williams; intermediate algebra, Sara H. Bartley, Constance Bannum; plane geometry, Theresa Van Vreden, Helen J. Zellina Butler; commercial geography, Pauline van Braamonte, Marjorie Thorton; history; A. D. Green, Mildred Strong, M. Louise Johnson, Naomi Dorey; English I, Eugene I. Lapatin; history, Helen Schwenke; history, Dorothy E. Chilman; advanced stenography, Thecla Lawrence, Helen Bruns; Spanish I, Doris Wahl; history, C. Vivian Hume.

Of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home. Nineteen of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home. Nineteen of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home. Nineteen of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home. Nineteen of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home. Nineteen of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home. Nineteen of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home. Nineteen of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home.

**STANLEY PLANS EARLY BASEBALL PRACTICE**

Men’s baseball practice will start early in the spring as soon as the basketball season closes, according to Ralph Stan ley, 28, manager. Until further notice, practice will be in the gymnasium. The athletic council has not yet named a baseball captain.

**SIXTY-THREE FRESHMAN HONORS SCHOLARS AWARDED BY STATE**

Sixty-three members of the class of 1928 hold state scholarships, according to Miss Elizabeth Van Huling, registrar. They are Helen M. Crooks, Mary Daly, Theresa M. Bedell, Mabel J. Brown, Margaret Blunt, Roxie G. Emmer, Pauline B. Marcus, Margaret C. Bump, Raymond T. Byrne, South T. Cole, Dorothy Cobbs, Ruth L. Johnson, Katherine P. Corndell.

Of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home. Nineteen of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home. Nineteen of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home. Nineteen of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home. Nineteen of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home. Nineteen of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home. Nineteen of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home. Nineteen of the 108 men at State College, 197 are boarding in Albany, 142 live at home.

**FUTURACOLES**

Four millions of the best man-power of Europe perished in the Napoleonic conquests. Military conquest is non-creative, while industry is always creative.

In the last ten years one manufacturer—the General Electric Company—has created machines having a man-power forty times as great as that of all the lives lost in the Napoleonic wars. In the years to come, when the college men and women of today are at the helm of industry and of the home, it will be realized more and more that human energy is too valuable to be wasted where electricity can do the work better at lower cost.
AGES OF STUDENTS ARE IN LATE TEENS

Majority Show Preference For History and Modern Languages2

And English

GROWTH IS COSMOPOLITAN

Russian, Polish, Italian, German

And Norwegian Students Are At State

Only five per cent of the 1,200 students now attending State College are over twenty. Twelve years of age, reports for the registrar's office shows. Approximately 770 are twenty or younger. Three per cent are registered without indicating their age while 325 range from twenty-one through twenty-five.

Reports indicate that students show a preference for English, history and modern languages. The numbers of students select a wide range of subjects instead of confining their choice to one or two subjects, outside their regular major and minors.

In the English department, plans are made to offer a preference for English, history and modern languages. The students select a wide range of subjects instead of confining their choice to one or two subjects, outside their regular major and minors.

Delighted with its "Annis Mirabilis" in Three Months, Miss Wallace Says Of Italy

It is impossible to pick out a single experience from a summer which one whole "Annis mirabilis" in three months and say of it, "This was the most interesting thing we did."

We had six weeks as students in the summer session of the American Academy in Rome, a school for American students of the fine arts and of the classics, the city which can affect so much that is distinctive in these branches.

The academy building, beautiful in itself, is a lovely place to be, whether you are reading in its remarkably fine classical library, visiting the studio of a noted sculptor, or looking out from the terrace and overlooking the city from its highest point.

The city of Rome, to begin with, the city of Rome is, as it were, the open-air school with some of its columns still in place, and what is more, supporting the superstructure.

The walls of the fourth century church are some faithful frescoes, telling the life of St. Alexis, another a Madonna in the Byzantine manner. But this is not all, because this church at the base of St. Clement, and at a slightly lower level, is the church of St. Clement, which was discovered in 1904 the former church was destroyed. The church has been dedicated to the Virgin Mary, with its cool green and grey marbles.

Roman history is, as it were, the open-air school with some of its columns still in place, and what is more, supporting the superstructure.

1084 the former church was destroyed. The first monument and the days it represented would lecture to us on the significance of Roman history.

The Girls' Athletic association will hold a roll like the worship of Cybele or Isis. The Persian cult of Mithras was practiced on one side of the room, and what is more, support the superstructure.

On one side of the room, and what is more, support the superstructure. We had six weeks as students in the summer session of the American Academy in Rome, a school for American students of the fine arts and of the classics, the city which can affect so much that is distinctive in these branches.

The basis building, beautiful in itself, is a lovely place to be, whether you are reading in its remarkably fine classical library, visiting the studio of a noted sculptor, or looking out from the terrace and overlooking the city from its highest point.

Miss Edith O. Wallace
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The city of Rome, to begin with, the city of Rome is, as it were, the open-air school with some of its columns still in place, and what is more, supporting the superstructure.

'The number is small," said Miss Edith O. Wallace, secretary to the president, the number of foreign born, or of foreign parentage, who are attending State College, has increased this year. Three percent are registered without indicating their age while 325 range from twenty-one through twenty-five.

German club is planned to receive recognition as a college organization. This was decided at a special meeting Tuesday, November 2.

"I told you that it was impossible to have experience from a summer which was "Annis mirabilis" in three months and say of it, "This was the most interesting thing we did."

We had six weeks as students in the summer session of the American Academy in Rome, a school for American students of the fine arts and of the classics, the city which can affect so much that is distinctive in these branches.
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Kuczynski Hears Rabbi Wise At Convention; Attends Y.M.C.A. Meet at Geneva Next Week

Anthony E. Kuczynski, a member of the newly organized committee to investigate the need of a Young Men's Christian association at State College, attended the state-wide Y. M. C. A. convention at Buffalo, Friday and Saturday.

A week from tomorrow Kuczynski will go to Geneva to attend a meeting of college representatives who will confer on Buffalo conventions. Questions coming up at the convention will be those of the World Court and the League of Nations will be discussed.

Rabbi Wise said, "The Jews are not God's chosen people. We are the best that can be worked out now."

NAME MISS SHEFFIELD ON ALUMNI QUARTERLY

Frances Myers, member of the student staff of the Alumni Quarterly for the past two years, is engaged to Mr. W. Durden of McGill University. Miss Myers donated some pictures at the international congress of botanists at Cornell university by early fall.

The tentative date has been set for January 19, according to Mr. Durden, instructor in biology.

PROFESSOR LLOYD TO SHOW PICTURES HERE

Motion pictures of the conjunction of meteors will be shown in January under the auspices of Biology Club. Professor E. L. Lloyd of McGill University will lecture. Professor Lloyd should have some pictures at the international congress of botanists at Cornell university early this fall.

The tentative date has been set for January 19, according to Mr. Durden, instructor in biology.
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STORIATIONS DISAGREE

Kappa Phi, a chapter of the national women's sorority, will be represented by students of the sororities. This will be given special attention.

EUNICE MEYERS, '22, member of the sorority at State College, is of the opinion that the rules are the best that can be worked out now. "They are not perfect, by any means, but as a trial proposition I approve of them," she said.

MAIL MANAGERS

Back By Demand

Gen. Lew Wallace's "Ben Hur" To Return

"Why is it," Rabbi Wise asked, "that the Jews were the first to give the world the idea of an invisible God?"
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SUGGESTIONS

Take this opportunity to start your Christmas shopping.

A Word To The Wise CHRISTMAS

is just 22 days away. Have you started your Christmas Shopping?
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